MAKING EXAMS ON CAMPUS IN CORONA TIMES

PREPARE BEFORE GOING TO CAMPUS
- Check your @student.utwente.nl email for any new updates on the coronavirus situation.
- Make sure you know in which building and room you need to be.
- Look into the regulations that apply during the exams.

BEFORE VISITING OUR CAMPUS
- Take a Corona self-test.
- Fill in the health check.
- Do not come to the campus in case of a positive test or when you have COVID-19 (cold) symptoms. Please find an alternative solution.

DURING THE EXAM
- Contribute to a positive atmosphere and follow the instructions and guidelines.
- If you see others not following the rules, point it out to them kindly.
- Take a seat as far away possible from the door and connect the row.
- Exam rooms will be opened 30 minutes before the start of the exam to prevent queues.

AFTER THE EXAM
- Leave the room by following the routing.
- Supervisors may provide instructions if necessary. Please follow these instructions.
- Do not stick around in or around the exam location.

THIS IS HOW UT ARRANGES ON-CAMPUS EXAMS DURING CORONA TIMES
- All buildings, lecture halls and other exam locations comply with the official ventilation and air circulation guidelines from RIVM (The Dutch National Institute for Public Health and the Environment).

WE NEED TO WORK TOGETHER TO STAY SAFE!